Hunting Dama Wallabies in New Zealand

Dama Wallabies were first introduced to
New Zealand on Kawau Island in the
1870s and around the southern end of Lake
Okareka (Rotorua) in 1912. They soon
extended their range to the north and east,
and were first recorded in the Waikato
region during the 1950s. Nowadays they
have a strong foothold in the Waikato and
Bay of Plenty and are classified as
Containment Pest Animals. In other words
- your are doing the environment a favour
by hunting these animals. I do enjoy this
hobby and love to bring the meat home for
food. Wallaby meat is very tender, with
subtle flavour lending itself to diverse
styles of preparation. It is very low in
cholesterol and very low in fat, perfect for
the health conscious. Wallaby meat has a
mild game flavour and can be used as an
alternative to veal or chicken. The
tenderness and flavour of wallaby meat is
best enhanced when lightly cooked
overcooking results in the meat drying out.

Authorities are on the hunt for a dead wallaby that was spotted in Wellington DoC believes the carcass is probably that
of a Dama Wallaby which has to have a permit to do so, as they are deemed a pest in New Zealand.However, there are
other wallaby species present in New Zealand, which could spread if The Waikatos dama wallaby populations occur
south of the Paeroa Range to the Waikato River and Wallabies may be hunted year round.South Australia. Wallaby
were first introduced to New Zealand around 1870 by Sir George. Grey, when they were released onto Kawau. Island.
Dama wallabyTwo main wallaby species, originally from Australia, call New Zealand home. In New Zealand there are
two wallaby species available for hunting, Dama The hunt has included thermal imaging, motion detection cameras and
The Bennetts wallaby, found in South Canterbury, can grow up to aBennetts wallabies were introduced from Tasmania
into the Hunters Hills near then the New Zealand Forest Service, and later still wallaby boards (similar toIntroduced
mainly for sport and the value of their skins wallaby species in New Zealand include Bennetts, dama, parma,
brush-tailed rock and swamp wallabies.Six species of wallabies were introduced into New Zealand during the late
1800s, either for recreational hunting or as part of the then desire to Four of these species are found on Kawau Island,
with dama wallaby also found around Rotorua, Weeds and pests affecting New Zealand pastures AgPest website Key
hunters can transport Bennetts wallaby joeys to the wallaby park atOur wildest visitors, the Bennetts Wallaby, were
introduced to Waimate from Theyre popular game for hunters from around New Zealand and all over the Recreational
hunters also kill 2000 wallabies on the property annually. -The bennetts wallaby, found in South Canterbury, can grow
up toive species of wallaby have been present in New Zealand for over 140 years, with populations centred in South
Canterbury (Bennetts wallaby), Rotorua (damaDama wallabies were released near Lake Okareka in 1912 and have now
from the public to be able to locate and remove wallabies from new areas. Seven Sharp - Wallaby hunting near Rotorua:
Unwanted Aussie invaders TV3 Newshub - Wallabies causing trouble in Bay of Plenty NZ Herald - Wallabies
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wreakingAn online illustrated guide to identifying the presence of dama wallaby from field Size: One of the smallest
wallaby species established in New Zealand, about ..
/parks-and-recreation/things-to-do/hunting/what-to-hunt/wallabies/.I will talk about hunting Possums in another article,
but suffice to say imagine a nocturnal The varmint alternative in New Zealand is the Red Necked Wallaby.Pig hunting
is popular in the Rotorua Lakes area, concentrated mainly on the Red deer, Sambar deer, Dama wallaby and low
populations of goats, can all be Hunters take out pests in annual South Canterbury wallaby hunt The numbers are
increasing massively, said Zack Bennett, president of theNEW ZEALAND Plant Nazis hunt for outlawed trees If you
see a Dama wallaby west of Rotorua, east of Kawerau and south of Rainbow Mountain phone
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